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HISTORY

ON THIS DAY
1688 English privateer William

Dampier anchors off
northern Australia. He returns 11
years later to be one of the first
men to map the Australian coast.

1923 Vladimir Ulyanov, aka
Lenin, on his deathbed,

writes a note that Josef Stalin
cannot be trusted to exercise his
power wisely and should be
removed as general secretary of
the Soviet Communist Party.

1943
An ALP confer-
ence backs
prime minister
John Curtin by
voting 24-12
to abandon
the party’s
opposition to conscription for
overseas military service.

1948 Britain grants
independence to

Burma, completing a deal with
Burmese leader Aung San.

1951 North Korean and com-
munist Chinese forces

capture the South Korean capital,
Seoul. They hold it until March.

1958 The Soviet Sputnik 12,
the first satellite to be

launched by man, disintegrates in
the upper atmosphere after
completing about 1440 circuits of
Earth and travelling about 70
million kilometres in 92 days.

1967
British driver
Donald Camp-
bell, 45, dies
trying to break
his own world
water speed
record. His boat
disintegrates while travelling at
483km/h in Lancashire.

2004 Former Sydney boxing
champion Jeff Fenech

is stabbed outside a restaurant in
Brighton-Le-Sands. He later
accepts apologies for minor
injuries from two brothers, who
are given six-month jail terms.

BIRTHDAYS
ISAAC NEWTON
Born in Lincolnshire in 1643. The
mathematical genius discovered
calculus, the laws of motion, the
composition of white light and
much more in physics. His furious
temper denied him the satisfaction
he deserved. He died in 1727.

LOUIS BRAILLE
Born near Paris
in 1809, he was
blinded three
years later in an
accident while
playing in his
father’s work-
shop. At 15
he began
developing a reading system for
the blind. He died in 1852.

WILLIAM DEANE
Born in Melbourne in 1931, he
became a NSW Supreme Court
judge in 1977 and joined the High
Court in 1982. He was governor-
general from 1996-2001, noted
for backing the disadvantaged.

JULIA ORMOND
Born in Surrey
in 1965, the
actress starred
as Catherine the
Great in Young
Catherine
(1991) and went
on to appear in
such movies as
Legends Of The Fall, Sabrina and
Smilla’s Sense Of Snow. In
November she appeared in David
Lynch’s Inland Empire.

Hillary’s other peak
as a great explorer

Greetings . . .
Americans
welcome Sir
Edmund Hillary to
the South Pole on
January 4, 1958.
He is wearing no
sunglasses but a
broad smile. On the
left is US Navy
lieutenant Vernon
Houk. Behind him,
a ring of fuel drums
marks the South
Pole. Left: the New
Zealanders’ snow
caboose, designed
by Hillary, which
was their living
quarters and was
towed by tractor

It was 50 years ago today
when a famous Kiwi made
his second great conquest
— the South Pole, writes
CAROLYN CASH

E
dmund Hillary, a likeably
modest person who used
to be a New Zealand bee-
keeper, was an unlikely
hero when he conquered

Mount Everest with the Sherpa
Tenzing Norgay in 1953. But in
1958, he added to his fame with
a second conquest of one of
nature’s unforgiving bastions.

Hillary and his team reached the
South Pole on January 4, 1958, at
10pm (8pm AEST), after trekking
through mist and poor weather
conditions. Hillary and his crew
were the first explorers to reach
there overland since British Cap-
tain Robert Falcon Scott’s disas-
trous expedition in 1912.

The 1958 trip was not just a quest
for glory: it had scientific goals. It
succeeded in confirming that a
single continental land mass lay
beneath the Antarctic ice sheet.

The whole voyage, part of the
Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic
Expedition, took 80 days to com-
plete 1930km using three Ferguson
tractors, a caboose and two sledges,
with enough fuel for another 32km.

Theexpeditionwas fundedby the
British, New Zealand, Australian
and South African governments,
plus private and corporate dona-
tions under the Queen.

Hillary and his team from New
Zealand, called the Old Firm,
included Ron Balham, Peter Mul-
grew Murray Ellis, Jim Bates and
Derek Wright. Journalist Geoffrey
Lee Martin accompanied his fellow
New Zealanders, using a portable
Olivetti typewriter. He gave an
insider’s account inhis recent book,
Hellbent For The Pole.
They departed from Scott Base

in McMurdo Sound, directly south
of New Zealand.
A British team, led by geologist

andexplorerVivianFuchs,planned
to cross the continent from its
Shackleton Base (south of South
America) to Scott Base via the
pole, and meet Hillary’s party
at Depot 700. The New Zealanders
were a support team, providing fuel
and food for Fuchs’s team at vari-
ous depots en route.

Both parties included scientists
taking part in co-ordinated observa-
tions planned for 1957-58 and lab-
elled the International Geophysical
Year. The IGY program of the com-
bined expedition included glaciol-
ogy, gravity measurements, ion-
ospheric physics, meteorology, seis-
mology and studying aurora and air
glow. The US Navy had established
a scientific station at the pole in
November 1956, travellingbyair and
sea. In theColdWar, theAmericans
had rushed to set up this station
before the Russians could do so.

Scientists had marked the site of
the pole with oil drums. ‘‘The abso-
lute bottom of the world is not
fixed, but wobbles around within
that circle of oil drums 100m or so
wide,’’ Lee Martin reports. He says
it regularly records temperatures
of -85C during winter.
Radio contact was unreliable.

The British were equipped with
inefficient field radios compared
with the newer models carried by
theNewZealanders. Sunspot activ-
ity was also a contributing factor.
Messages, mostly in Morse code,

were relayed through Shackleton,
London, Wellington and Scott
Base. Mix-ups were inevitable,
although Fuchs and Hillary were
able to cut out the middle men as
they neared the pole.

Hillary’s team built Depot 700 by
December 20, 1957. The New Zeal-
anders were supposed to wait for
the British, who were expected to
arrive within a few days. Both
parties would continue back to
Scott Base along the supply depots.

But the British team’s plans had
gone awry while Hillary and the

Old Firmmaintained a tight sched-
ule. Mechanical faults with the
Sno-Cats caused a seven-week
delay. Further setbacks were
caused by blizzards and two Sno-
Cats falling into crevasses.

The New Zealanders’ co-ordinator
in Wellington sent telegrams advis-
ing Hillary’s team not to proceed.
None of the supervisors in Welling-
ton had experienced Antarctic con-
ditions. But New Zealand’s prime
minister Walter Nash said: ‘‘If Sir
Edmund wants to go on to the
South Pole and he thinks it is safe
forhimtodo so, then I seeno reason
why he should not do so. I think it
wouldbeagood thing forhimtoadd
the South Pole to Everest.’’
Hillary sent Fuchs a radio mes-

sage saying he had left Depot 700
‘‘with the intention of proving the
route another 200miles [320km]and
if the going proves easy, doing the
trip to the pole’’.

He really had little choice but to
go on, to avoid exposing his men to
needless risk. Summer tempera-
tures in Antarctica were -40C.
Camping out in such conditions for
an indefinite time meant using up
more valuable fuel and food.

Hillary radioed Fuchs offering to
clear theway. Fuchs agreed and said
he was pleased Hillary marked the
trail further south and asked him to
build snow cairns as markers.

The tractorsmadeheavy going in
soft deep snow but they broke

through on several occasions. They
were often bogged and dug out.
High altitude (about 3000m) also
reduced engine power. Insufficient
fuel was a constant worry. Hillary
worried that hemade some naviga-
tional errors byusinganunreliable,
leaking bubble sextant.

More than a week later, the New
Zealanders were 420km south from
Depot 700 and just 390km from the
pole. Fuchs sent a message asking
them to stop and build a Depot 800
‘‘as a precaution’’. Fuchs worried
about fuel supplies andreliability of
his Sno-Cats. Actually, Fuchs’s
partyhadmore thansufficient fuel.

‘‘We were past the point of no
return, carrying only theminimum
fuel and food I had calculated were
necessary to get to the pole,’’ said
Hillary. ‘‘We are heading hell-
bent for the pole. God willing and
crevasses permitting.’’

Hillary contacted Fuchs, now
600km from the pole, on January 3,
1958. The British were again
delayed — this time by sastrugi (low
irregular ridges caused by wind
erosion on the snow’s surface).

Hillary’s team set out on their
final leg at 8.30am the following day.
By noon they saw the large dome of
the South Pole station on the hori-
zon. The base’s commanders came
out to greet the team around
12.30pm. The New Zealanders soon
pulled into the base ‘‘parking lot’’
and switched off their tractors.

Hillary and his team were given a
huge reception, hot showers and a
hot American-style breakfast. The
explorers slept for 16 hours after
their gruelling trek. ‘‘We are all
very tired but well and very pleased
to arrived,’’ Hillary said.

Rear Admiral GeorgeDufek, com-
mander of the US Navy’s Operation
Deepfreeze, offered to fly Hillary’s
party from the pole to McMurdo in
exchange for their tractors. Dufek
sent two Neptune aircraft to collect
Hillary, Ellis, Bates and Wright.
Mulgrew remained at the pole to
maintain radio contact between
Fuchs and Hillary. The flight took
more than five hours.

Fuchs responded the next day.
He had no question of abandoning
the journey at this stage.

Congratulations worldwide
poured in. A knighthood was later
conferred on Fuchs by the British
government after his 2000km trek
from the Weddell Sea to Ross Sea.

Some British commentators
implied it was unsporting ofHillary
to get there first. TheBritishmedia
condemned the ‘‘uppity colonials’’.
The media described Hillary’s dash
as ‘‘arrogant anduncalled for’’. The
NewZealanders delighted in ‘‘stick-
ing one up the Poms’’.

Fuchs and Hillary finally met in
person, with Dufek, on Monday,
January 20 — ending media specu-
lation on rivalry between the two.
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